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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
The new year began in an auspicious way for
some of our best friends. Two days before new
Year's Eve Diane Burton, your ADC editor, married
Patrick Ortner. Many of us had met Pat at Granby
last summer where his expert mandolin playing added
He and Diane bring
substantially to the band.
It is a
together two lifetimes of making music.
joy for all who know them to see them sharing this
mutual love and their lives. They were married in
Woods Chapel, the historic country chapel on the
east side of Kansas City where Diane directs the
Missouri Town Dancers, a historic dance exhibition
group.
The Cocke family was in Kentucky over the
holidays attending Winter in the Woods, a New
Year's camp directed by T. Auxier and Don Coffey.
It was an enjoyable, relaxing week that included
many families, some of them three generations
strong. We enjoyed spending time with Foundation
friends such as Bill and Kris Litchman and T.Y. and
Betsy Tanabe and their children Scott and Laura.
We spent New Year's Eve in the best way
possible: dancing in the new year. We took a
moment too to go outside and admire the blue moon,
the last one to occur on New Year's Eve for a
century. At midnight we sang "Auld Lang Syne," and
then those of us who weren't in on the secret were
amazed to discover that we had come to a wedding.
Don Coffey and his lovely lady Sylvia processed in
and recited the vows that they had written for
their ceremony. It was a beautiful moment as
families stood with their arms around each other
witnessing the bonding of a new family, with
Sylvia's children and Don's daughter and grandson
(continued on next page)
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standing up with them. We felt honored that they
included us in this special moment in their lives,
but it was their intention that their relationship,
nurtured through music and dance, should be a light
to all of us to keep faith with each other, and to
enrich our own lives and relationships through the
joy of music and dance. I. will always be grateful
to Don and Sylvia for making this new year begin in
hope and beauty.
It is hard to believe, only a few weeks later,
that we have plunged into a war. But the joy and
affirmation of dance should sustain us at this time

.too, not just at our happy celebrations. Now more
than ever, we need to reach out to each other and
hold on to each other through dance. Just as the

pre-Christian people celebrated and lit fires at
the darkest time of winter to drive away the
darkness and bring back the light, we can use our
dance as a symbol of light to get us through this
dark time in our national history.

Some Foundation members who have visited
Colorado Springs recently have asked where Lloyd
Shaw is buried. He and Dorothy and their son
David, who died in childhood, are buried in
Evergreen Cemetery, located at 1001 South Hancock
in Colorado Springs. The plot is marked by a
granite stone taken from the Cheyenne Mountain
School yard. The family name is engraved on the
stone, and simple stone plaques mark each grave.
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ENTERTAINMENT OR EDUCATION?
by Don Armstrong

The contemporary square dance activity is
experiencing another period of difficult recruiting, declining numbers, and what seems to be a
growing disenchantment by many formerly dedicated
followers. It is still a truly fine activity being
enjoyed by many dancers, but the problems are there
and growing.
Perhaps some of the difficulty stems from a
misplaced or misguided emphasis on too much 'education' and far too little attention to 'entertainment.' A new dancer to contemporary square dancing
is required to make a serious commitment of time,
energy and money over a period of 7 to 8 months or
even longer to merely take the first step of being
recognized as a square dancer. And, after weeks
and weeks of lessons, drills, and lots of memorization, the new dancer is still just that - a "new
dancer" - usually not capable of joining the
average club.
Dancers so trained have not had exposure to
the great variety and fun to be found in rounds,
mixers, contras, and quadrilles, or even to simple
line dances or folk dances. This is due to a lack
of time for teaching anything other than the square
dance basics.
The contemporary round dance activity mirrors
these same problems as it has followed a parallel
course. Ballroom dancing is in the same boat, now

adding expensive costuming and even competitions.
Folk dancing seems somewhat healthier, perhaps
because of a constant influx of singles that dictates to the activity the need for a place for newcomers to feel welcome and able to participate.
(continued next page)
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The so called "Community Dance Activity"
groups help a lot but are still, in many but not

all cases, watered down versions of the series-ofclasses approach.
On the other side of the coin, however, is the
phenomenal growth in participation at "traditional"
dances, in open dance groups where emphasis is

placed on ease of participation, social relationships, no dance-class structure and commitment, the
limited learning of basics, no clubs to join, and
above all the total enjoyment and understanding of

the dance-music combination in a variety of dance
formations and rhythms.
Please understand that this is NOT an indictment or a condemnation of these fine dance hobbies.
Every activity needs a place for the truly devoted
participant. Rather, this is a statement of concern in, priMarily, two specific areas.
First, it is fervently hoped that contra dancing will learn from what has happened to other fine
dance forms and not go down a similar path. Hobby
groups are fine, but keep the welcome mat out!
Second, and most important, is the absolute
necessity for dance leaders to realize that they
must provide a place for the dancer who does NOT
wish to make a long term commitment to the activity so that these dancers can be 'entertained, not
educated.' It is also logical to assume that from
the ranks of the happy, occasional dancers, some
will wish to expand their fun, knowledge, and
experience by joining the hobby dance groups.
Skill levels should never be the goal. At
whatever level a person chooses to participate,
it's the fun and fellowship that is really
important!
There are many very successful and longstanding dances in this country, and especially in
(continued next page)
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England, which continually attract and thoroughly
entertain large numbers of dancers on a regular
basis. These dances are referred to as "Barn
Dances", "Old Time Dances", "Town Hall Dances",
"Traditional Dance Time", and similar names,
although the names themselves do not do justice to
the actual event. Most of these dances have one
thing in common in that instruction is kept to a
minimum, and the goal is fun and fellowship through
the medium of dance. In some, the program begins
with very simple dances, walked through quickly and
then danced, and progressing into additional basic
actions as the evening progresses. In others,
there is actually a scheduled instruction period
for an hour or so prior to the beginning of the
dance, and first-timers are encouraged to come
early and get a head start on learning some of the
basic movements and formations they will enjoy
later. Both approaches seem to work well. Some of
these dances are held weekly, some twice a month
and some just once a month. Some feature square
dances, some feature contra dances, and most use a
variety of dances which include circles, line
dances, mixers, couple dances, polkas, and waltzes.
ALL stress entertainment, NOT education.
At this moment, most of these programs feature
live music, possibly because many are sponsored or
encouraged by such groups as "Friends of Folk
Music," "Friends of Traditional Dance," or by band
members themselves. But in some areas, records are
used very successfully, especially in the smaller
halls and with groups whose numbers (or whose hall
size) simply prohibit paying musicians.
Here are a few guidelines which may help new
groups get started:
I. There must be a willingness to accept the
fact that the group will start with small numbers
(continued next page)

and remain small until the word-of-mouth publicity
of those who have attended spreads.
2. The leader must be prepared to present a
great variety of easier material, rather than
attempting to progress in any single form of dance.
3. If live music is used, musicians must be
willing to learn a variety of tunes, rhythms, and
types of dances.
Just knowing how to play for
contras or squares is simply not good enough except
for specialized groups.
4. If records are used, the leader should
choose the very best possible music for each dance
and plan the program to include musical variety as
well as different dance forms.
5.

Publicity is very important.

Do NOT

recruit from existing dance groups. Try to attract
NEW people.
6.
Seriously consider the value of an
instructional period before each dance to give
confidence to the first-timers.
7. Make the admission cost high enough to
hire good leaders, good musicians if using live
music, and to offset the cost of an extensive
advertising campaign. Consider the cost of going
to a movie.
Isn't an evening of fun and dancing
worth the same cost?
8. Entertain, don't educate. Keep it simple,
keep it fun!
*****
MISSOURI TOWN DANCERS-LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION
SPRING WORKSHOP
Friday evening, March 22 and all day, March 23
Wood's Chapel, Highway 291 and Wood's Chapel Road
Lee's Summit, Missouri
Featuring Enid Cocke, Diane Ortner, and the
Missouri Town Band
Write or call for more information
(see addresses on inside cover)
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DANCE A ROUND

by Enid Cocke
"Light in the Window" is a smooth, flowing
mixer in waltz time. It is a simple dance that is
enjoyed by dancers of all levels. It creates the

impression that the dancers are gliding on ice,
especially if the women are wearing long skirts.
The dance was composed collectively by the
members of Lloyd Shaw's Swing Club in Colorado
Springs. The name refers to the light that they
saw in the window of La Semilla, the Shaw's dance
hall, as people walked up the hill for an evening
of dancing.
The music on the LSF recording is the "Flirtation Waltz," a tune composed and played by Fred
Bergin. For those using live music, try dancing it
to "Goodnight, Irene" or "Alice Blue Gown."
Music:

Flirtation Waltz

LSF $220-45
Opposite footwork
Begin in varsouvienne position, facing LOD
Measures
4
Part A:
1 - 4

Introduction: Standard Acknowledgement

RUN FORWARD, 2, 3; 4, TURN, BACK-UP;
RUN BACKWARD, 2, 3; 4, 5, 6;
On the turn, turn individually R-face while still
maintaining varsouvienne; back up--still moving LOD
5
6
RUN FORWARD, 2, 3; 4, TURN, BACK-UP;
RUN BACKWARD, 2, 3; 4, 5, 6;
Repeat measures 1-4, starting in RLOD;
Release left hands, turn lady under to face.
9 - 12
BALANCE APART, BOX THE GNAT; REPEAT
13 - 16 STAR RIGHT, 2, 3; MOVE ON TO A NEW PARTNER;
Star until the ladies can move forward to a new
partner.
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LLOYD SHAW DANCE CENTER HAPPENINGS

by Donna Bauer
The dance center is being used almost every night
of the week with some of the groups using the
building on a regular basis. If you happen to be
in the area of Albuquerque, you might want to stop
in and join one of the following groups:

Wednesdays--7:00 to 10:30 PM--Scandinavian dance
Fridays

--7:30 to 10:00 PM--Ballroom Dancing
(call ahead for exact schedule)

3rd Saturday--7:30 to 10:30 PM--English Country
Dancing with music by the Boxwood Consort

2nd & 4th Sunday--7:30 to 9:30 PM--Contra Time
Callers: Donna Bauer and Caroline Barham
For additional information write or call Donna

Bauer, Dance Center director. See the inside cover
of this magazine for address and telephone number.
HELP WANTED!
After a recent large order, The Lloyd Shaw
Foundation mailings division finds itself

desperately needing a new source for kit cases!
They need a small, light-weight kit that will hold
a maximum of 20 records along with a manual. The
kit should be sturdy, about 7 1/2 inches wide by 7
1/2 inches high, and about 3 to 5 inches deep. If
you know a source for a reasonably priced case that
fits this description, please contact Recordings
Division chairman, Don Armstrong. See inside back
cover for his address.
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KEITTUCKY REIMER miICE SCHOOL
10TH YEAR CELEBRATION
.Tune 23 - 29, 1991 at Lake Cumberland
m Southern Kentucky
from escroirs
the nation including:
TED SANNELLA * GLEN & JUDI MORNINGSTAR
STEVE HACKMAN * T. AUXIER * BILL & KRIS
LITCHMAN * ELLEN FORD * BUCKLEY WILDLIFE
SANCTUARY STAFF

Featuring over 20

teacterm

With Music by:
TEN PENNY BIT * NEW MONEY * STEVE HICKMAN L

OTHERS

PROGRAM:
Uoyd Shaw Leaderstip for Beginning Teachers and Leaders; The Dance
Cominunitg Techniques of Dance Leadnz Dance for Beginners; New
England Dances Swarm Colonial & Henry Ford Dances; English Playford &
Country Dancing Appalachian Dance; Country & Westerni Hammered
Dulcimer; Fickle; Tin Whistle; Dance Bard Shapenote Semis Balads,
arli
as
rIrtaReedBasket Maldng
Songs-N-Suarm
PROGRAMS
& NI
GHTLY
OILMEN% ACTIVITIES 1111014TLY UNTIL ORM

FACILITY: KH conducts programs at KENTUCKY LEADERSHP
CONFERENCE CENTER, a beautiful modern facirtY operated by the
mgrisagratiu• Extension Seruice. The location is
University of Kerrtu
DANCE FLOORS in an ALL AIR CONDMONED
remote and has
FACILITY, excellent lodping featuring rooms with private bath and dilly maid
service, cafeteria cfmmg, and the possl3ity of pool and lake access for
swimmingai few rooms and dasses require climbing one flight of stairs.

NEW APPEARANCE AT KSDS: DALY ONE HOUR
WORKSHOPS is a new concept at KSDS for which you can receive a
dscount from your total price. Request a brochure for information.

GENERAL INFORMATION:

Registration is on a
frst wine basis. Package price varies ($315.00/person for double
FAMILY PACKAGES audible, limited Registration. Partners
FOR MORE INFORMATION
T. AMER 1132 LUCAS LANE FRANKFORT, KY 40601
PH* (502) 695-5218 (EUENINOS ONLY)

BLUEBERRY
LOVERS--ENJOY
BLUEBERRIES
EVERYDAY!
*10.11****0111110,111101100.441111.1100110

UNION STONEWARE BLUEBERRY CANDLE LAMP
91/2" tall with matching
blue taper and oatmeal
colored stoneware.
Handcrafted and painted
in the USA.
1 lamp $24.95 + S&H $3.50
2 lamps 44.95 + S&I $4.50
Colorado Residents add 3.7 saes
tax
ChM or Honey Order
6 to 8 weeks delivery
30 day guarantee

Name
Address
City
State

.Zip

■
11m1IMMIMMI.•

.1

melt order to Prosperity Enterprises
283017th Street
Boulder, CO 80304

THE CONTRA CORNER
Whose Contra Is This?
by Bill Litchman
As a caller, I feel an obligation to provide
the choreographer's name for contras which I call
or teach to groups of dancers. It think that it is
interesting to know who wrote a good contra and
there is an important principle involved with
callers giving out this information.
ASCAP and BAY are two organizations which are
supposed to provide protection to composers and
performers for their work and efforts. The
copyright laws are supposed to protect publishers,
authors, and other originators of creative work,
including choreographers. There are un-doubtedly
other organizations established to protect the
rights of those who create works which might be
quite difficult to protect from theft.
What does all of this have to do with contras
and contra calling? Just that when someone calls a
contra written by someone else, some of the success
of that performance must be credited to the author
of the contra. Just as the composer of the music
gets part of the credit, the musical performer(s)
should get part of the credit and even the company
which made the recording available (should the
music be recorded) get part of the credit. It

seems, then, that the caller really is only a very
Of course,
small part of the whole performance.
you say, that's obvious.
Why not talk about

something more important?
Unfortunately, there are a lot of callers who
are of the mind that they are the central character
in the creation of the mood, balance, scene, and
even success of the dance within an evening's

program. Yes, the caller is important, but there
(continued next page)
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are a lot of other people who are right up thert,
too.
I watch callers in action "doing their thing"
with the
musicians (live or recorded), the
composers, the choreographer, and others taking a
during thi'
completely anonymous back seat
performance of their work. I would like to suggest
when callers and teachers are trained or counselh•
regarding how to call and teach that the quf-stioh
of ownership, copyright, and courtesy to th)=.
hidden resources be discussed.
For example, Bill Johnston has written to the
commenting that proper credit for "Aston
Polka Contra" has long been denied to Herbit,
Gaudreau, who wrote the dance. Many people, hc'
says, are unaware of the true author of this useful
dance. It was the presenter, so many years ago,
dance as
who had his name attached to the

choreographer (author). It is not fair for

Herbie

Bill
to be denied proper credit for his work.
speaks with authority in this matter because he was
and
there when the dance was first written
presented. Others were there, too, but many of
them were not aware of the facts in the matter.
Now, please don't misunderstand either Bill or
We are not suggesting that John Findlh
me.
fraudulently attempted to usurp Herbie's work and

claim it for himself.
circumstance
which

On the contrary, it is
this
to
led
has

misunderstanding.
Perhaps if all of us had been
Herbie would he
clearer in our "credit lines,"
known to be the author of this dance by a morc
general audience.
In my opinion, it is a serious matter to deii
credit for a creative work. I know how much effort
is required to create something like "Aston Polka
Contra," or a piece of music, or a stirring
(continued next pagt_')
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performance of music or dance. It is no trivial
thing. Much of the heart and soul of an artist,
callers included, can be incorporated into even the
most minor of these efforts. It can he argued,
however, that to announce the names of all of the
artists on a record, 411 choreographers, all
composers, would require more time than the whole
dance would take to do. Yes, I guess we could go
overboard on this. But is it too much to ask to
know the choreographer's name?
I would recommend to all callers and musicians
to know who wrote your dances and music, if
possible. Give the creator credit every time you
can over the microphone, in published work, and
even in private 'Conversations about this subject.
It hurts us not one hit to do this, and we will
feel much better. Dancers do wish to know what
dance they are doing and some of the names of the
individuals who have given of themselves so that
they might have a good time.
Here is a contra you will like which is being
done commonly in some of the groups around the
country.
THE RENDEZVOUS
Dance: Dan Pearl
Music: Bouncy reel/jig
Formation: Alternate duple
1 - 16:
17 - 24:
25 - 40:

41 - 48:
49 - 56:
57 - 64:

Everybody swing your neighbor
Long lines, go forward & back
All the women do sa do once
and a half, straight across
bal-ante
Swing your partner
With the couple across circle 4
Lead your partner to a
new pair, those four circle
left 3/4.

(continued next page)
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This is a lively danc(. and 4 lot (► full :)
the timing is close at tht,ond, and you sly01:1
expect inexperienced dancers t c,cooe well w+th
not difficult 41
sequence.
The sequence
until the circle begins at the end of the dauye.
With the call "with the couplc across. circle fwIr"
the fun begins. That circle should gt all th,•
around (to the left) and then the men breaL with
the left hand to move to their left, pilling
their partner behind them to meet a new coliple,
actives moving down the left side of the set and
inactives up the right side of the set (as ,t'on by
the caller). Then the new two-couple groupin does
a 3/4 circle (to the left) so that the danct- can
begin once again.
This is a single progression dance and the (dd
couples who come out at the top and bottom of the
set should simply move to their left either across
the top or across the bottom to wait for the proper
time to begin. Crossover is automatic for thus*.
couples. They, of course, will not meet a coupit.
to do the 3/4 circle with and so would stand s till
during that final phrase of the dance and through
the entire next dance sequence until it is time for
them to begin again.
-

1---

DANCE PARTIES FOR BEGINNERS by Ed Butenhof

136 pages--over 100 squares, contras, mixers,
no-partner dances for any social occasion
$15 (postpaid)
Order from:
LSF Sates Division
PO Box 11
65786
Mach's Creek, MO
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THE MYSTERY CONTRA
from Diane Ortner
Several months ago I danced a contra that I
really enjoyed. As with most 'researchers,' I
immediately wrote it down for future use. Unfortunately, I didn't get an opportunity to learn the
name of the contra or of the composer. So the
first two mysteries about this contra are: who
wrote it and what is the name? If any ADC reader
knows, I hope that they will write and let me know,
so that I can give proper credit in a future issue.
I have used the contra at several dances since
then, calling it simply (for the purposes of my
filing system) "Contra A." Everyone seemed to
enjoy it as much as I had when I danced it. The
third mystery about "Contra A" arose after I taught
it at the Rocky Mountain Dance Roundup. One of the
ladies came up to me afterwards and told me that
this is a "dizzy dance". Some dancers found it so
one-sided that they were actually uncomfortable
with it. Since this is the first time I had heard
that complaint, I am going to ask you to try it out
for me and give me your vote. I believe that I
have only danced the ladies part on this contra, so
be sure to check out both parts. Perhaps it is
"dizzy" for one but not the other.

Contra -- Alternate Duple
Counts
8

8
16
16
16

Allemande Left your corner, 1 1/4 to an
ocean wave (lines up and down the hall;
women facing in)
Balance, turn same person to a
Ladies chain over and back
Half promenade; Half right and left thru
Left hand star; right hand star.
16-

The
Lloyd Shaw Foundation, Inc.
Presents
the
APO, 446
■
14Z.
.a"Sr

1991
Leadership 'Raining Institute
July 8-13 at Canon City, Colorado
Would you like to become a better
dance leader?
Students attending the Leadership Training Institute will
have the opportunity to gain experience in teaching methods for Square Dancing, Contra Dancing, Quadrilles, Round
Dancing, Mixers, Line Dances and Folk Dances. Emphasis
will be placed on using skills learned in one dance form to
enhance skills needed to teach any other dance form. The
resulting blend of these dances produce a highly entertaining and satisfying dance program.
Tuition: $50.00
Room & Meals: $35.00/person/day/doubk occupancy
(Cam*" facilities are also available)

$35.00 deposit required with each registration
For more information contact:
Calvin Campbell
343 Turf Lane
Castle Rock, CO 80104
Telephone (303) 790-7921

Come to the Gateway to the Rockies
to learn and snare....

BLUE RIDGE MOUNTAIN DANCE ROUNDUP
at

COPECREST DANCE RESORT
Dillard, Georgia

August 4 - 10, 1991
Squares, contras, English, folk, Scottish,
Colonial...and more. The leaders are
Lloyd Shaw Foundation professionals and
the accommodations and food are delightful.
An air-conditioned dance hall with hardwood floor.
Inn rooms, plus a campground with full
hook-ups.
Inn room, double occupancy
$349 each
Single in Inn room
Add $69
Campground (all meals
included)

$250 each

Camp begins with dinner on Sunday evening
August 4th and ends with breakfast on
Saturday, August 10th.
For more information, write Marie Armstrong
P. 0. Box 1060, Canon City, CO 81215.

The Rocky Mountain Dance Roundup
presented by the Lloyd Shaw
Foundation -- July 1-7,1991
Activities

.

.

.

.

Square Dancing, Contra Danoing, Folk Dancing, Rand Dancing, Fellowship
and Fun.

Location

.

.

.

.

Snow Marrtain Ranch near Winter Park. Colorado, about 75 roles
northwest of Denver, deep in the Rocky Mountains.

Meals & Logging
Rooms are availaW in two lodges and fees include all meals. Housekeeping cabins end camping can be arranged directly with Snow Mountain
Ranch. Rates reed are per person.

Pinewoods
Private Room
Two in a room
Three in a room
Four in a room
Children under 15

Aspenbrook

$362
242
206
182
100

$446
302
248
224
100

Dance Roundup Tuition . . .
$50.00
LSF Members staying in lodges
LSF members in cabins or camping
Non-members staying in lodges
Non-members in cabins at camping

53.50
60.00
63.50

(20% 141:111ATE ON 'TUITION FOR FIST-TIMIS)

1 99 1 Rocky Mountain Dance Roundup
Registration
Naine(s)
Address

t ___

S at,
Telephone

Deposit Enclosed $

Aspenbrook ( )
A000nmodations desire* Pinewoods ( )
Single ( ) Double t) Triple () Quad ( )
r
()
will make my own arr
Make check payable to: Uoyd Shaw FounadnacCint
Send reservations to Diane Ortner, 419 NW 40th Street, Kansas
City, P40 64116 Telephone (816) 453-0157

THE LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION
Membership Form
This is a renewal
for:

or new
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Check the category of membership desired
_Individual ($20)
Couple ($30)**
...Supporting ($35)**

Sustaining ($50)**

___

Patron ($100)**
Life($ 1,000)**

...Club ($35)
"Membership in these categories entities any twopeople kin at the
SW/ address to full voting privileges. They WI receive one joint-useoopy
of each Foundation ming.
*Al dues and donations to the Lloyd Shwa Foundafion are tax deductible*

If this is a new membership, please indicate how you
first learned about the Lloyd Shaw Foundation:

Send the completed form and accompanying
donation (in US dollars or equivalent), to:
Ruth Ann Knapp, Membership Chair
2124 Passolt
Saginaw, Michigan 48603
Checks should be made payable to:
the Lloyd Shaw Foundation.

ANNOUNCING
VARIABLE SPEED RECORD PLAYERS AND TAFE
RECORDERS ARE NOW AVAILABLE FROM THE
LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION!
For classroom teachers and small dance
group leaders - affordable, quality
phonographs and tape recorders with variable speed, mike and speaker jacks.
Through special arrangements with Califone
International, Inc. the Foundation can
supply 12-watt and 40-watt phonographs and
2-watt and 30-watt tape recorders.
See the insert in your new Catalog in this
issue. Order the set that fits your need
from the Lloyd Shaw Foundation and begin
to enjoy dependable, high fidelity reproduction of voice and record or cassette.
Very portable, no extra speaker needed,
although jacks for extra speakers are
available.

AND

if you are a member of the Lloyd
Shaw Foundation you get a 107 discount.
Another reason why you should be a member!

Christmas
in the
ockies
December 27, 1991 - January 1, 1992
ST. MALO CENTER, ALLENSPARK, COLORADO
A new and delightful facility at the
base of Mt. Meeker on Colorado Hwy 7
SCOTTISH COUNTRY DANCING with VICKY GOODLOE
R.S.C.D.S. Certificate, St. Andrews

DON ARMSTRONG
TERRY ARMSTRONG STANLEY

CONTRAS....and much more with
ISRAELI DANCES with

$295 per person, double occupancy
$325 single room
For information write Marie Armstrong, P.O.
Box 1060, Canon City, Colorado 81215
Under the auspices of The Lloyd Shaw Foundation

ANY OF THE FOLLOWING RECORDS - $3.00 each

143/144 Rye Waltz/Carlyle
185/186 Happy Wanderer (Contra)
189/190 Quiet Contra
195/196 Yucca Jig (Contra)
261/262 Today (Bergin)/Polkadoodle
276/4568 Grand Square Quadrille/Grand March
305/306 Inflation Reel (Contra)
311/312 Riley's Reel (Contra)
329/330 Whisper Ring (Contra)
331/332 Mandolin Contra
335/336 Come and See Me (Contra)
341/342 Oyster Shuckers Jig (Contra)
343/344 Aw Shucks (Contra)
509/510 I Don't Know Why (Square)
4554/4568 Knightsbridge March/Grand March(Blue
Bells of Scotland)
AN ELEGANT COLLECTION of Contras, Ralph Page

$6.00

ONE NIGHT STAND MANUAL

$3.00

See your catalog for more complete descriptions.
CONDITIONS OF SALE:

Add up your selections (minimum - order $10);

add the postage charges from Page 17 of
your catalog; send your order WITH PAYMENT
to the Sales Division (address in catalog).
No other discounts apply on this sale.

BONUS:

517/517 Windmill Quadrille FREE
with any order over $24.00

EXPIRES MAY 15, 1991

ANY OF THE FOLLOWING RECORDS - $4.00 each
E-29 Swiss Quadrille Medley/Candlelight Waltz
Quadrille (instrumental and prompted)
E-30 Ms. Hay's Delight (contra)/Waterfall Waltz
(circle mixer) (instrumental and prompted)
E-35 Lancash Barn Dance (mixer), Sunshine Mixer/
Cotton Eyed Joe, Jiffy Mixer

E-36

Teton Mountain Stomp (mixer), Ten Pretty Girls
(line, trio, cpl dance)

E-39 Grand March - 81i minutes, medley of American
tunes/Kanonwalzer, Dance of the Little Birds
E-4l Copecrest Contra/Ozark Saturday Night
(instrumental and prompted)

E-42

Aland Island Contra/Wheelbarrow Reel
(instrumental and prompted)

E-43 Hora, Ma Navu/Savila se Bela Losa, Ersko Rol°
E-44 Alunelul, Patch Tanz/Setnja, Tzadik Katamar
E-47 Joy, La Charrita/Bunny Hop, Rye Waltz

OLD FASHIONED GIRL
by Don Armstrong
This is an excellent alternative dance for the
Lloyd Shaw Foundation recording as sent to me by
John Chapman of England. I made a minor revision
in the "A" part and modified the words to suit the
Old Fashioned Girl music.
Music: LB 0E-31
Formation: Square

Composer: JOHN CHAPMAN

A.
Bow, to your girl, balance, and you swing her,
Swing your lady round and round,
Join hands circle left, half way round the ring and,
Swing your lady once again,
Allemand left your corner, grand old right and left,
Hand over hand 'til you meet your girl then promenade and sing:
I want a girl, just like the girl,
That married dear old Dad - .
B.
Head couples right hand star, once around you go and then,
Head men lead your lady out, half way round the ring again,
Side couples right hand star, once around and then those men,
Lead your lady half way round, you all join hands again,
Circle to the left a while, then your corner swing,
Swing that corner lady -, promenade and sing:
I want a girl, just like the girl,
That married dear old Dad - .
Sequence: A, B, B, A, B, B, A.
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I.INES ABOUT SQUARES
Pick rast- oisk.1Because of some interesting responses that I
hale received concerning the use for misuse) of the
term "Pastern square dancing" and some equally
interesting ideas they have engendered, I have
chosen to deal with that subject one more time in
this column.
First, a. statement of my original premise: I
maintain that the term "eastern square-dancing" is
a misnomer. It is not a viable term. Much inconsistency is evident in the definitions of the term
that dancers and callers have submitted to me.
Because, to my knowledge, no recorded,"official"
definition of the term exists, all of the
definitions that I have heard are based on hearsay
or the opinions of the respondents.
The most prominent recurring theme in those
definitions has been easy figures and dances; the
type that we might use in 4pur one-night stand
programs for rank beginners. One observation
that I have made is that the word "eastern" has
been used almost exclusively as a term to connote
all square dancing that is not considered to be
part of the western club square dancing program. In
just about every case, that premise was based on a
lack of knowledge of the origin and development of
western club square dancing and a disregard for the
fact that western square dancing still includes
many of those relatively easy figures that are
staples in most one-night stand programs (i.e.,
circle, swing, promenade, ladies chain, grand
square,etc.)
*Other variations of the use of the term can he
found in "Lines About. Squares," March and September, 1990.
(cont inued on next page)
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An interesting version of "eastern square
dancing" that. I had not'heard previously was given
to me by New Jersey caller Manny Amor. Manny said
that he had understood early in his calling days
that "Pastern square dancing" consisted largely of
memorized pattern dances. Whereas some of the
pattern dances, such as Texas Star, have been used
in one-night stands, most western square dance
programs of the forties and early fifties were
largely composed of pattern dances (The Route,
Arkansas Traveler, Texas Whirlwind, etc.)
In the March issue, I invited readers to
submit to me terms that might be more acceptable to
the square dance community than are those presently
used to designate the one-night stand dance for
beginners (i.e, "barn dance," "hoedown," and
especially "eastern square dance"). Each of the
names submitted had its detractors, and none seemed
to quite fill the bill.
Dick Meyers suggested that in their letters of
confirmation or contracts, callers, prompters, et
al, use appropriate descriptive words to indicate
the types of programs they plan to present. He
submitted what he calls his "nondescript catchall
line:" "I will present, a program in American square
dancing and related folk art." That goes along
with my suggestion in the September ADC that we
just use the words "square dance" with a
descriptive word or phrase (novice dance, girl
scouts and fathe& square dance, square dance
[plus level], etc.)
comments by ADC co-editor Diane Ortner and
former editor John Forbes have given rise to an
interesting thought. Diane, who lies in Kansas
City, said that she has never heard the word
eastern" used to designate any form of square
dancing. John, who lives in nearby Baldwin, Kansas,
(continued. on next page)
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said that the word "western" is not used in his
area in reference to modern club square dancing.
We may conclude then that in their section of the
country, very little or no use of the term "eastern
square dancing" exists because the antithesis,
"western square dancing" is also seldom, if ever,
used.
So, it seems that the most effective way,
perhaps the only way, to eliminate the use of the
term "eastern square dancing" is to drop the word
"western" from the club square dancing vocabulary.
Drop "western"?! Could we dare? The club
program was started in the West by westerner Lloyd
Shaw, who based his original western square dance
program on the dances of the cowboys. Western
clothing has been adopted as the costume of the
club square dancer. The patter used in the calling
has had, especially in the early years, a decidedly
western flavor.
BUT, the club dancing of today bears little
resemblance to those cowboy dances of the early
western dancing days.
A few have suggested names
for the present-day club dancing.
Dick Meyer's
recommendation is typical of a few that 1 have
received recently. He suggested that the club
square dance program be called "contemporary square
dancing" or "modern square dancing." These and
similar names are already in use in some parts of
the country (including John Forbes' area, as noted
above.) In this column, we have, in the past, used
the words "modern," "club," and "western" interchangeably and together. Meyers cautions that the
terms "modern" and "contemporary" do have a finite
life.
The thought has occurred to me that perhaps
the dances of the early Lloyd Shaw years through
perhaps the early fifties, many of them dances that
(continued next page)
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we now call traditional, should comprise the "western"
program of today. They were, as mentioned above,
dances done by the cowboys and are most prominent
among the dances that the Lloyd Shaw Foundation is
trying to preserve, along with the beautiful styling
and timing of the period in which they were most
popular.
Ironically, those dances and figures that the
original "western" club square dance program was
composed of are foremost among the very ones now being
referred to as "eastern" by some.
Food for thought. Any comments? If so, maybe we
can deal with them in another section of the ADC.
July 21 - 28, 1991

Discover Welsh
Heritage

Rockhurst College, Kansas City, Missouri
Folk Dancing: Beginning and Advanced
Set Dancing—Clogging—Live Music
Instrument Workshops Lots of Dance Music
All Instruments Welcome Harp Lessons—Singing
Language Course & Much, Much More!
Recitation- Genealogy
Sponsored by
THE WELSH HARP SOCIETY OF NORTH AMERICA, INC.
Contact: Karen R. Mueller, President
838 Elgin, Forest Park, IL 60130, (708) 771-7309
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SANTA FE QUADRILLE
by Rusty Wright
Music:

Dance: Rusty Wright
3022 Siringo Rondo, S.
87505
Santa Fe, NM

Real Madrid

TNT 157
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PROMENADE
(continued next page)
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9- 15:

SEQUENCE: Intro; A, B, B, A, B, B, A, Ending.
Dedicated to C. 0. Guest, Friend.

! ! SILVER BUCKLES NUN AVAILABLE !

To commemorate the twenty-fifth anniversary of the
LLoyd Shaw Founation, a limited and numbered
edition of 25 silver buckles has been produced.
Artisan Agua Das of Golden, Colorado, using the
ancient lost wax method, has cast and individually
crafted each buckle using 3 1/2 oz. of solid
sterling silver.
The design features the Foundation logo and
measures about 3 1/8" by 2 1/4". The cost of each
buckle is $120, of which $20 is a donation to the
LSF.
Send your check to Linda Bradford, 16185 W. 14th
Place, Golden, CO 80401 to acquire one of these
beautiful and exclusive buckles.
-23-

THINKING ABOUT DANCE

by John Forbes
I am intrigued by Cal Campbell's
article in the December American Dance
What he reported, in essence, is
Circle.
that CALLERLAB, the national governing
body of modern square dancing, is
establishing a dance program featuring a
shortened version of their set of basic
calls, reducing the number to 24 and
aiming for participants who do not wish to
learn the 40 mainstream basics in 30 to 40
weeks. Instead, six sessions of two hours

each should do it. Modern square dance
callers in this area have been told that
at least 20 weeks should be used to teach
the new program. A modern square dance

caller I spoke with indicates that this
new program has not yet successfully made
its way to this part of Kansas.
Complexity, apparently, is becoming hard
to sell.
There are at least three ways to look
at this phenomenon. The first is that the

modern square dance movement, CALLERLAB
and its related structure, realizes that
community dancing can be fun for its own
sake. Lack of complexity does not mean
lack of dancing pleasure. The more people
who do it, and do it less regularly, the
easier it has to be.
I have always been fascinated by the
dynamics of modern square dancing. When
the dance begins, they put on the record
and go at it immediately, form the squares
and look out. I like that. The walk
of dancing,
other kinds
in
through
(continued next page)
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especially beyond the basic "imitate me"
level, is eliminated and the evening seems
to flow faster. The two-dance tip with
conversation in between emphasizes the

social aspect of the situation, too. The
new CALLERLAB program seems to fall
somewhere between a traditional "one-night
stand" and a club at the mainstream level.
The second way to look at the new
plan is, do we really need it? There are
numberless grass roots community dance

programs, called barn dances, folk dances,
or any number of other terms, that do
pretty much the same thing without the
twelve to twenty hours of instruction.
And they already use most of
the

formations that Cal mentions plus a few
that he doesn't talk about. Many Lloyd
Shaw Foundation events work at this level.
A combination of experienced and
inexperienced dancers can implement most
of the basic figures in very little time.
The variety of formations makes the figure
repetition work, keeping it from being
boring.
I like that, since the range of
music is all the wider.
And along with
Cal's quadrilles, the earlier Lancers and
Cotillions are lots of fun, too.
The third way to look at this takes
me back to the first time I seriously
interviewed Don Armstrong. It was not,

quite ten years ago. I had recently taken
over the editorship of the Country Dance
and Song Society Newsletter. I was brash
and full of more audacity than good sense.
I was looking for connections between what
Don Armstrong was doing, the modern square

(continued next page)
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dance movement that he helped to start,
and what both of those could contribute to
the activities of CDSS and its dancing
Don started talking about this
goals.
I had a hard time
"pyramid of dance."
realizing what he meant and, bless his
patience, he let me stumble around until I
The more
woke up to his basic concept:
people who dance, the less often they
dance, the simpler and more direct it has
to be. This was the bottom layer of the
pyramid with lots and lots of people. The
more complex it got, the fewer people did
it and that formed the narrowing of the
pyramid as it reached to the top.
from an
recently moved
I
had
environment where complexity was the goal,

and we had sufficient dancer population
and interest to keep it going, keep
that
understanding
in
striving
for
complexity. Now I realize more completely

what he meant, and I think that's a way to
one-night
look at community dancing,
stands, barn dances, folk dances, the new
CALLERLAB program or whatever your title
for it happens to be. These dance
situations are more alike than they are

different.

If you are interested in the FLEMISH-AMERICAN
WESTERN TOUR AND DANCE HOLIDAY in Southern
Colorado, write to Marie Armstrong, PO Box 1060,
Canon City, CO
This holiday includes
81215.
local attract ions, a rodeo, river rafting,
barbeques, etc., in addition to dance sessions with
Flemish teachers and LSF leaders beginning on July
18 and lasting for one week.
- 26 -

DANCE LEADER RESPONSIBILITY
An Important Reason for belonging to the
Lloyd Shaw Foundation
by Don Armstrong

Unfortunately, we live today in a lawsuitconscious society, and the folk and square dance
activity is not immune from this malady. There is
always the possibility of an injury, followed by a
very expensive legal action which can seriously
jeopardize the financial position of any dance
leader or teacher.
Heretofore, the casual teacher or caller could

not afford to purchase liability insurance that
would offer protection in the event of a lawsuit.
Most of us chose to ignore the matter, hoping it
would not occur, or in the case of many, retained
membership in CALLERLAB to obtain this coverage.
As previously reported, the Lloyd Shaw
Foundation is now an affiliate member of CALLERLAB,
and, quoting from the CALLERLAB press release of
January, 1990 H. . . members of affiliated
organizations in the U. S. who are not CALLERLAB
members, subscribers, or apprentices in their own

right, may participate in the CALLERLAB group
liability insurance program by payment of an annual
fee of $30.00." If you are a paid-up member of the
Lloyd Shaw Foundation, you have only to send
$30.00, payable to CALLERLAB, to membership chair,

Ruth Ann Knapp, at 2124 Passolt, Saginaw, Michigan
48603. Ruth Ann will then send a check on to
with a verification of your current
Lloyd Shaw Foundation membership status.

Callerlab,

So, if you are not now a member of the LSF
and need this important kind of coverage,
now is the time to act! See the LSF
membership application located elsewhere
in this issue and get your membership and
(continued next page)
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your insurance coverage active immediately. The insurance coverage year begins
April 1. A certificate of insurance is
available from CALLERLAB upon request.

THE LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION
"To Recall, Restore, and Teach the Folk
Rhythms of the American PeOple"
Dr. Lloyd "Pappy" Shaw was an educator based
in Colorado Springs, Colorado. He was a man with a
tremendous enthusiasm for learning and for imparting to children the joy of learning as a way of
life. This enthusiasm was shown through
the curriculum that he presented in the
Cheyenne Mountain Schools, of which he was

the superintendent. One of the many
activities that he encouraged was dance.
He invited recognized dance leaders such
as Elizabeth Berchenal to the schools,
experimenting with creative dance and folk
dance, but when he discovered the American
dance forms such as square and round
dancing, he know he had found the perfect

dance activity for his students.
During
the
1930's
and
40's,
he
collected dances and dance tunes from his
area of the country, publishing two books:
Cowboy Dances and The Round Dance Book.
He also formed dance teams of high school
students who gave spectacular performances
of these traditional dances.
These dance

teams toured with resounding success--a
success that brought leaders from across
the country to study in workshops presented by Dr. Shaw.
(continued next page)
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In 1958, Lloyd Shaw died. But people
continued to come to Colorado Springs;
they wanted to continue experiencing the
joy that they had gained from his summer
workshops. Out of this 'Fellowship' of
friends who met with his widow, Dorothy
Shaw, grew the desire to preserve and pass
on to others the love of dance that Lloyd
Shaw had passed on to them. The result
was the formation of the Lloyd Shaw
Foundation in 1964.
Fueled by the yearly renewal of a
week-long summer get-together in Colorado
Springs and the inspiration of Dorothy

Shaw, the members of the Foundation established collections of proven dances for
adults.
elementary school children and
They workshopped, wrote directions, and

collected recordings. With the results,
they held university workshops for
teachers and dancers in locations throughout the country.

In 1978, the Foundation held its
first summer dance vacation in the Rocky
Mountains: The Rocky Mountain Dance Roundup, now held each year during the week
that includes July 4th. Established a few
years later was the Blue Ridge Mountain
Dance Roundup which meets yearly at
Copecrest, near Dillard, Georgia, during
the first full week of August. Now, a
Thanksgiving weekend which alternates
between two sites in New Mexico has joined
the list of activities as well as a
teaching institute which began in 1989 in
Canon City, Colorado. Each of these
(continued next page)
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activities
continues to
stress
Lloyd
Shaw's belief in variety rather than
complexity, in graceful movement, and in
joyful fellowship through dance.
Other milestones in the life of the
Lloyd Shaw Foundation include:
The development of the dance curriculum
kit for physically and mentally
handicapped populations
The purchase and refurbishing of a Dance

Center in Albuquerque, New Mexico,
made possible by a generous gift from
Rus Acton, matching funds donated by
members, and a tremendous amount of
hard work by Foundation members from
Albuquerque and elsewhere.
The development of a dance Archives, led
by Dr. William Litchman, which has
been designated by the Library of
Congress as the national clearinghouse for folk dance archives.

The continued efforts of Don Armstrong,
which have led to the development and
preservation of dances and dance
tunes through the Foundation's
recording division.
The Foundation invites to membership
all who are interested in dance, its performance and its preservation.

Note: Copies of the Rocky Mountain Dance Roundup
Syllabus are available for 1990. A limited number
of copies of the 1988 syllabus are also available.
Send $5 per syllabus (includes postage) to Diane
64116
Ortner, 419 NW 40th St., Kansas City, MO
and indicate which syllabus you want.
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STIR THE BUCKET
The Thanksgiving Weekend Contra Holiday at York,
PA, is always a wonderfully elegant event.
Bill
and Janice Johnston put together a very special
weekend combining the talents of Don Armstrong for
contras, Bill for Scottish, Dick Leger for squares,

and all three plus wives for those added touches of
folk, round, and more. It is no wonder that each
year finds a new group being added to the list of
10-year-attendees. At the 1990 event, in addition
to the 10 year badges, Don and Marie Armstrong
_presented lovely silver pins portraying a pair of
Colonial dancers to Lannie McQuaide of Columbus,
Ohio, and Diane Ortner (Burton, then) of Kansas
City, MO for their work with historical dance
groups in their local area.
We're pleased to be able to announce that Jeffrey
and Frances Lindsey and their darling sons will
once again join the RMDR staff this July to present
instruction and (we hope) demonstrations of Mexican
dance.
Roy and Gwen Main are as busy as ever proving that
the "Swinging 60's" (or 70's or 80's) refers to
something other than those historical decades.
Roy's dance group by that name has received several
honors and, more importantly, the affection and
thanks of the children, seniors, and handicapped
persons with whom they work in California and
elsewhere. Congratulations and thanks to Roy and
Gwen for all their efforts!

It's been an exciting last few months for the ADC's
co-editor. In November, besides receiving a lovely
(continued next page)
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pin at York, I became the proud grandmother of
Jennifer von Hausen. Some of you know my daughter
Robin from Fellowship, dance weeks, and the Dorothy
Shaw Bell Choir. In December, I gained a new
daughter-in-law and a new husband, Patrick Ortner.
Be sure to note my new address on the inside front
cover for ADC or RMDR concerns. To top it all off,
in January I received from the Jackson County Parks
and Recreation Department, the Chairman's
Outstanding Volunteer Service Award.
David Watson is making a marvelous recovery from
his recent illness and is busy planning for the
Welsh Heritage Week to be held in Kansas City in
July. Be sure to read the notice in this issue.

IN MEMORIAM -- Shirley Woolard Burr
Word has been received from Margie Clarke Bowyer of
the "death of Shirley Woolard Burr in December in
Glendale, California. She was one of Pappy Shaw's
finest Cheyenne Mountain Dancers in the late 40's.
Margie reports, "Shirley danced with Don Bymaster
and was on the team that traveled so extensively.
She was a beautiful dancer with a sweet, warm personality.
Some Foundation. members had the opportunity to
see Shirley when she visited the Lloyd Shaw Fellowship in Colorado Springs in the 60's. She danced
the Glow Worm Gavotte to show people the famous
Cheyenne Mountain Dancer style. Her graceful and
light dancing had a freshness and unaffectedness to
it that explain the enormous appeal that the dance
teams had for their audiences.
Shirley died of cancer. She will be missed.
Those who knew her might like to have her husband's
address: Howard Burr, 1426 Hillcrest Avenue,
Glendale, California
91202.
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LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION BOARD: 1990 - 199
Don Armstrong
PO Box 1060

Li nda Bradford
16185 W. 14th Place

Canon City, CO 81215

Golden, CO

Diane Ortner
419 NW 40th St.
Kansas City, MO 64116

Ed Butenhof

Henry Caruso
7245 Grant Blvd
Middleburg Heights, OH
44130

Enid Cocke
2924 Hickory Court

80401

2500 East Avenue, #8-0
Rochester, NY
14610

Manhattan, AS 66502

Al Davis
52 Osito
Los Alamos, NM 87544

Bill Fuller

Glen Nickerson
606 Woodland Way
98031

Gil Russell
320 N. Parkway Circle
Ft. Collins, CO 80525

32959

Henry Thompson
54 62 Beechnut Street
Houston, TX
77096

Kent, WA
Onie Senyk
Box 134
Sharpes, FL

Las Woodard
4869 Chuck Avenue
38118
Memphis, TN

420 Queensway Drive
Lexington, KY 40502

Rusty Wright
3022 Siringo Rondo, S
Santa Fe, NM
87505

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Don Armstrong
Enid Cocke
Bill Litchman

Frank Plaut, Atty.
Suite C-400
12600 West Colfax
Lakewood, CO
80215

LLOYD SHAW RECORDINGS ARE AVAILABLE FROM
LSF SALES DIVISION
P.O. BOX 11
HACKS CREEK, MO 65786
TELEPHONE: 314/363-5868
(All orders should be sent to .this address.
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LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION CATALOG
LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION EDUCATIONAL DANCE PRnGkAM
Alphabetical Listin of Children'sDances. All of these d1ncc:4
recorded on 7 mu ti-track 333-1/3 kW-records. See the
index of e-series records.

Record Number(s)
LS E-2
LS E-8
LS E-6
LS E-13, E-21
LS E-9, E-20
LS E-25
LS E-5
LS E-3
LS E-15
LS E-25
LS E-13
LS E-5, E-20
LS E-39
LS E-7
LS E-7, E-21
LS E..;7
LS E-10
LS E-26
LS E-12
LS E-9
LS E-15
LS E-39
LS E-6
LS E-18, E-19
LS E-4
LS E-14, E-21
LS E-16, E-19
LS E-4
LS E-1
LS E -4
LS E-10
LS E-24
LS E-6
LS E-11
LS E-11, E-22
LS E-9
LS E-8
LS E-15
LS E-2
LS E-11, E-21
LS E-2
LS E-25
LS E-38
LS E-3
LS E-11
LS E-11, E-22
LS E-10
LS E-18
LS E-10
LS E-1
LS E-10
LS E-16
LS E-8
LS E-7, E-20
LS E-17
LS E-4
LS E-18, E-19,
LS E-26

Ach Jal
A'Hunting We Will Go
All Join Hands and Circle (Fisher's Hornpipe).
Bingo
Bleking
Bongo
Briar Rosebud
Bridge of Avignon
Captain Jinks
Carnavalito
Carrousel
Chiapanecas
(Chicken Dance) Dance of the Little Birds
Children's Polka
Chimes of Dunkirk
Chopsticks
Circassian Circle (Square Dance Reel)
Circassian Circle (at reduced tempo) (Sherbrooke)
Clap Dance for Threes (Hamilton's Reel)
Colorado Waltz
Cshebogar

Dance of the Little Birds (Chicken Dance)
Danish Dance of Greeting
D'Hammerschmiedsgselln
Did You Ever See a Lassie
Ding Dong Daddy
Doudlebska Polka
Elephants Playing
Farmer in the Dell, The
Five Little Chickadees
Go Forward and Back (Square Dance Reel)
Good Night Ladies
Grand March (Blue Bells of Scotland)
Greensleeves (Money Musk)
Gustaf's Skoal
Hansel and Gretel
Happy Clap Dance, The
Happy Waltz, The
Heads and Shoulders, Knees and Toes (The Mulberry Bush)
Hi! Mixer (Glow Worm Gavotte)
Hippity Hop to the Barber Shop
Hokey Pokey (Vocal by Don Armstrong)
Hokey Pokey (Don Armstrong), Hokey Pokey (instrumental)
How Do You Do, My Partner
Irish Lilt, The (Irish Washerwoman)
Irish Washerwoman
I See You
Jefferson's Reel
Jolly Is the Miller
Jolly Musicians, The
Jump Jim Jo
Knightsbridge Grand Square (Knightsbridge March)
La Raspa
Let Your Feet Go Tap, Tap, Tap
Long's Peak Schottische (Danish Schottische)
Looby Loo
E-24
Mayim! Mayim!
Mayim! Mayim! (at reduced tempo)
1

Children's Dances(continued)

LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS

E-9, E-22
E-1
E-2
E-25
E-3
E-14, E-23
E-23
E-11
E-24
E-26
E-9, E-22
E-8
E-17
E-12
E-7, E-21
E-26
E-1
E-7, E-21
E-1
E-3
E-16, E-20
E-14
E-8
E-5, E-20
E-13, E-19
E-2
E-24
E-15
E-13
E-8
E-2
E-15
E-4
E-17, E-19
E-12, E-23
E-14
E-16
E-17
E-9, E-22
E-10
E-19
E-12, E-19

Maypole Dance
Muffin Man, The
Mulberry Bush, The
Noble Duke of York
Oats, Peas, Beans and Barley Grow
Oh, Susannah
Oklahoma Mixer (Cowboy Schottische)
Olender
Patty Cake Polka
Patty Cake Polka (at reduced tempo)
Paw Paw Patch
Pease Porridge Hot
Phrase Craze
Polka, The (Zigeunerpolka)
Pop Goes the Weasel
Pop Goes the Weasel (at reduced tempo)
Pussy Cat, Pussy Cat
Rig-a-Jig-Jig
Ring Around the Rosie
Round and Round the Village
Sandman (Japanese Sandman)
Schottische, The (Cowboy Schottische)
Seven Jumps
Shoemaker's Dance
Sisken
Snail The
Solomon Levi
Split the Ring (Ed's Reel)
Swedish Clap Dance
Swing, The
Ten Little Indians
Thady You Gander
The Thread Follows the Needle
Trojak
Virginia Reel (Little Brown Jug)
Walk Right In
Waltz Ballonet (Waltz of the Flowers)
Weaver's Reel (Topsy Turvy)
Wheat, The
Yankee Doodle
Zigeunerpolka
Ziggy's Polka (Zigeunerpolka)
,

E-Series Index, showing dances and/or music included on each record

LS E-1

The Jolly Musicians; The Muffin Man/Pussy Cat, Pussy Cat;
Ring Around the Rosie; The Farmer in the Dell

LS E-2

The Snail; Hippity Hop to the Barber Shop; The Mulberry Bush/
Ten Little Indians; Ach Jai

LS E-3

Oats, Peas, Beans, and Barley Grow; How Do You Do, My
Partner/Round and Round the Village; Bridge of Avignon

LS E-4

Did You Ever See a Lassie; Five Little Chickadees/Elephants
Playing; Looby Loo; The Thread Follows the Needle

LS E -5

Briar Rosebud/Chiapanecas; Shoemaker's Dance

LS E -6

Danish Dance of Greeting; Fisher's Hornpipe/Blue Bells of
Scotland

LS E-7

Let Your Feet Go Tap, Tap, Tap; Chopsticks; Children's
Polka/Pop Goes the Weasel; Chimes of Dunkirk; Rig-a-Jig-Jig
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E-Series Index (continued)
LS E-8

The Happy Clap Dance; A'Hunting We will Go; La Raspa/
The Swing; Pease Porridge Hot; Seven Jumps

LS E-9

Hansel and Gretel; Bleking; Colorado Waltz/The Wheat;
Maypole Dance; Paw Paw Patch

LS E-10 Square Dance Reel; I see You/Yankee Doodle; Jump Jim Jo;
Jolly is the Miller
LS E-11 Glow Worm Gavotte; Olender; Money Musk/Irish Washerwoman;
Gustaf's Skoal
LS E-12 Hamilton's Reel; Zigeunerpolka/Little Brown Jug
LS E-13 Bingo; Swedish Clap Dance/Sisken; Carrousel
LS E-14 Ding Dong Daddy; Walk Right In/Oh, Susannah; Cowboy
Schottische
LS E-15 Captain Jinks; Cshebogar; The Happy Waltz/Thady You Gander;
Ed's Reel
LS E-16 Japanese Sandman; Doudlebska Polka/Waltz of the Flowers;
Knightsbridge March
LS E-17 Phrase Craze; Topsy Turvy/Danish Schottische; Trojak
LS E-18 Jefferson's Reel/D'Hammerschmiedsgselln; Mayim! Mayim!
LS E-19 Trojak; D'Hammerschmiedsgselln; Zigeunerpolka/Mayim! Mayim!;
Doudlebska Polka; Sisken
LS E-20 Let Your Feet Go Tap, Tap, Tap; Bleking; Japanese Sandman/
Chiapanecas; Shoemaker's Dance
LS E-21 Bingo; Ding Dong Daddy; Glow Worm Gavotte/Pop Goes the
Weasel; Chimes of Dunkirk; Rig-a-Jig-Jig
LS E-22 The Wheat; Maypole Dance; Paw Paw Patch/Irish Washerwoman;
Gustaf's Skoal
LS E-23 Oh, Susannah; Cowboy Schottische/Little Brown Jug
LS E-24 Mayim! Mayim!; Solomon Levi/Patty Cake Polka; Good Night,

Ladies
LS E-25 Bongo; Carnavalito/Noble Duke of York; Hokey Pokey
LS E-26 Pop Goes the Weasel; Mayim! Mayim!/Patty Cake Polka;

Sherbrooke (All tunes recorded at reduced tempo.)
$110.00

The Elementary Dance Kit - K-6

Contains eighteen 33-1/3 RPM, 7" multi-track records - LS E-1 through
LS E-18 as listed in this catalog - with music for 84 singing games
and dances for kindergarten through sixth grade. A complete teacher's
manual presents the dances by recommended grade levels, provides detailed instructions for each dance and includes teaching methods and
dance vocabulary. The games and dances described in this Kit have
been researched and workshopped to offer a variety of dance formations, rhythms and music suitable for, and appealing to, elementary
school children. They include dances and music of international origin and the traditional forms of the American folk dance, both old and
new. The records and manual are packaged in the attractive LSF
carrying case.
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The Elementary Dance Kit (continued)
The Manual for Elementary School Dancing may be purchased separately
$17.00
for
Mini-Kit to Extend the Elementary Dance Kit to include all the materiRecords E-24, E-25 and E-26
al in the Dance for the Exceptional Kit:
$42.00
plus the Manual for Dance for the Exceptional
Teachers in the lower grades may find that a few
Grade Packages
and the Elementary Dance Manual will provide enough material
records an
for their purposes without investing in the entire K-6 Kit. The packages listed below follow the graded program in the Manual, with recommended additions.
Kindergarten - Records E-1, E-2, and E-3 and the Manual

$31.00

- Records E-4, E-5, and E-6 and the Manual

$31.00

Second Grade - Records E-6, E-7, and E-8 and the Manual

$31.00

Third Grade

$36.00

First Grade

- Records E-6, E-8, E-9, and E-10 and the Manual

Fourth Grade - Records E-6, E-10, E-11
the Manual

E-12, and E13 and
$41.00

We believe that fifth and sixth grade teachers would benefit most by

using the entire Kit.
Elementary Dance Cassette Package

$110.00

The Lloyd Shaw Foundation Elementary Dance Program is now available on
cassette. The dances are taped in the order in which they appear in
the manual, indexed, and orally titled for convenience in locating
each tune. The book-style cassette package of four high-quality tapes
is designed to be used in conjunction with the Elementary Dance Manual
which accompanies it.
Special Education Kit - Dance for the Exceptional

$97.50

This Kit provides music for over 50 dances selected to extend to exceptional persons of all ages the joys of dance, and to promote growth
socially, academically, physically, and emotionally. The records included are LS E-1, E-2, E-4, E-6, E-8, E-10, E-20, E-21, E-22, E-23,
E-24, E-25 and E-26, as listed in this catalog. The Kit contains dances for the mentally impaired (SMI, TMI, and EMI), the sensory impaired (blind and deaf), and the physically impaired, including both
self-propelled' and attendant-propelled wheelchair, as defined by Federal Law No. 94-192. The manual includes information on handicaps and
teaching techniques, as well as recommended material for use with special populations.
Dance suggestions for use with deaf include sign
language.
Emphasis is placed on variety in dance forms, rhythms and
music.
Many of the dances are adaptations of those contained in the
Lloyd Shaw Elementary Dance Kit.
The records and manual are packaged
in the attractive LSF carrying case.
The Manual for Dance for the Exceptional may be purchased separately
for
$28.00
Mini-Kit to Extend the Dance for the Exceptional Kit to include all
the material in the Elementary Dance Kit:
Records LS E-3, E-5, E-7,
E-9, and E-11 through E-18 (there will be unavoidable duplications),
plus the Elementary Dance Manual.
$73.00
Any E-Series record may be purchased individually for
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$5.50

OTHER LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION PROGRAMS AND RECORDINGS
The NEW Lloyd Shaw Foundation Recreational Dance Program

$95.00

Dances, recordings and teaching manual that provide a complete resource for a recreational dance program in secondary schools and colleges, in recreation departments, social clubs and camps, and for senior citizens and one-night stands. Brand new dances, the best of old
favorites, and an exciting array of music by European orchestras, New
England bands, traditional groups and real country combos. Don Armstrong has devised or arranged half a dozen delightfully simple
squares, two quadrilles and five contras. He has assembled mixers,
line dances, folk dances and speciality dances to round out a complete
recreational dance program.
The Kit contains E-series records LS E-31 through LS E-44 as listed in
the following E-series index. The manual which is included contains
detailed instructions for the dances, background and teachig aids,
glossary, and a list of resources for the caller/teacher/leader. It
also contains instructions for thirty-five additional dances which
serve as an extension of this program.
The fourteen 7" 33-1/3 RPM multi-track records, in glassine record envelopes, and the Manual are packaged in the LSF vinyl carrying case.
SO"
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The Manual may be purchased separately for

$22.50

Individual records may be purchased separately for

$ 5.50

E-SeriesIndex (continued) (See Pages 2-3 for E-Series Index of
Children's—D-Uces)
LS E-27 Side A. Balancing Billy (contra), New Brunswick Hornpipe;
instrumental and prompted (Don Armstrong)
Side B. T. A. G. (contra), Crossing On the Ferry & Elegant
Esther Gray;instrumental and prompted (Roger Whynot)

4
111,

LS E-28 Side A. Levi Jackson Rag, instrumental and prompted (DA)
Side B. Boone Tavern Reel (contra), Beaumont Rag; instrumental and prompted (DA)
LS E-29 Side A. Swiss Quadrille Medley, instrumental & prompted (DA)
Side B. Candlelight Waltz Quadrille, instrumental and
prompted (DA)
LS E-30 Side A. Ms. Hays' Delight (contra), instrumental and
prompted (DA)
Side B. Waterfall Waltz (circle mixer), Caerdroea,
instrumental and cue track (DA)
LS E-31 Side A. Old Fashioned Girl (square), instrumental and
called (DA)
Side B. The Old Red Barn (square), instrumental and called
(Joe Fleischauer)
LS E-32 Side A. Tipperary (square), instrumental and called (Marie
Armstrong)
Side B. Your Home Town (square),instrumental and called (DA)
LS E-33 Side A. Coronado Quadrille, instrumental and prompted (DA)
Side B. Tip Top Quadrille, instrumental and prompted (DA)
LS E-34 Side A. Somebody To Love (square), instrumental and
called (DA)
Side B. Grand Square Quadrille, instrumental and prompted
(Bob Osgood)
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E-Series Index (continued)
LS E-35 Side A.
Side B.

Lancash Barn Dance (mixer), Sunshine Mixer; both
with cue tracks
Cotton Eyed Joe (line dance, couple dance); Jiffy
Mixer, with cue track

LS E-36 Side A.

Teton Mountain Stomp (mixer); Ten Pretty Girls
(line, trio, couple dance); both with cue tracks

LS E-37 Side A.
Side B.

I Don't Know Why (mixer), with complete cues
Bingo Waltz (mixer), with complete cues

LS E-38 Side A.
Side B.

Triolet (trio mixer), with complete cues
Hokey Pokey, instrumental and with complete cues

LS E-39 Side A. Grand March - 81/2 minutes. medley of American tunes
by full orchestra
Side B. Kanonwalzer (a 3-circle "canon"); Dance of the
Little Birds (Chicken Dance) (novelty dance)
LS E-40 Side A. Kiwi Ring (mixer), with complete cues
Side B. Tunnel Contra, instrumental and prompted (DA)

LS E-41 Side A. Copecrest Contra, instrumental and prompted (DA)
Side B. Ozark Saturday Night (contra), instrumental and
prompted (DA)
0
LS E-42 Side A. Aland Island Contra, instrumental and prompted (DA)
Side B. Wheelbarrow Reel (contra), instrumental and
prompted (DA)
LS E-43 Side A. flora (Hava Nagila); Ma Navu, with cue track; (no
partner folk dances)
Side B. Savila se Bela Loza, Ersko Kolo, both with cue
tracks (no partner folk dances)
LS E-44 Side A. Alunelul (no partner folk), Patch Tanz (folk mixer);
both with cue tracks
Side B. Setnja; Tzadik Katamar, with cue track (no partner
folk dances)
A Treasury of Traditional Round Dances (sold only as package - two
records listed below and instruction booklet)
$11.00
LS E-45*
LS E-46*

Varsouvianna, Oxford Minuet, Laces and Graces,
Veleta Waltz
Blackhawk Waltz, Boston Two Step, Glow Worm Gavotte,
Bolero

LS E-47 Side A. Joy (mixer), La Charrita (mixer)
Side B. Bunny Hop (novelty), Rye Waltz (couple dance)

ROUNDS, CIRCLES, MIXERS AND NOVELTY DANCES
(Instructions iri-ETuded)
("E" records are multi-track. See E-Series Index)

Record Number
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS

E-37
E-46 *
E-46*
E-46*
E-47
3321/3322

Bingo Waltz, with complete cues
Blackhawk Waltz
Bolero
Boston Two Step
Bunny Hop
Butterfly Waltz/Peace in the Valley Waltz. Mixer

*E-45 and E-46 not sold individually, only as 2-record package.
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Rounds, Circles, Mixers and Novelty Dances (continued)
LS 144/143
Carlyle (Rustic Dance)/Rye Waltz
#LS 263
(Champagne Waltz) Pinky Champagne
LS E-39
(Chicken Dance) Dance of the Little Birds
LS 3316/3315 C. J. Mixer/Left Footer's One Step
LS E-35
Cotton Eyed Joe (line dance, couple dance)
LS E-36
Crazy Daisy Mixer
LS E-39
Dance of the Little Birds (Chicken Dance)
LS 4592/4591 Deck the Halls (Schottische)/White Christmas
LS 3324/3323 Ding Dong Daddy/Phrase Craze
LS 3318/3317 Double Weave Waltz Mixer/Edelweiss
LS 3317/3318 Edelweiss/Double Weave Waltz Mixer
LS 122/153
Five Foot Two/Schottische (Old Southern)
LS 122/121
Five Foot Two/Tucker Waltz
LS E-36
Flea Market, The (mixer)
LS E-46 *
Glow Worm Gavotte
LS 106/105
Glow Worm Gavotte/Laces and Graces
LS 106/154
Glow Worm Gavotte/Jenny Lind Polka
LS E-39
Grand March - 8k min. medley
LS 4568/4554 Grand March (Blue Bells of Scotland)/Knightsbridge March
L5 E-38
Hokey Pokey, instrumental and cued
LS 4553/4554 Isle of Capri/Knightsbridge March
LS E-37
I Don't Know Why (mixer)
LS 110/109
Irish Waltz/Waltz of the Bells
LS 154/106
Jenny Lind Polka/Glow Worm Gavotte
LS 154/153
Jenny Lind Polka/Schottische (Old Southern)
Jiffy Mixer
LS E-35
IS 3319/3320 Johnny 0 Polka Mixer/Manning's Mixer
LS E-47
Joy (mixer)
LS E-39
Kanonwalzer (a 3-circle "canon")
LS E-40
Kiwi Ring (mixer)
LS 4554/4568 Knightsbridge March/Grand March (Blue Bells of Scotland)
LS 4.554/4553 Knightsbridge March/Isle of Capri
LS E-45 *
Laces and Graces
LS 105/106
Laces and Graces/Glow Worm Gavotte
LS E-47
La Charrita (mixer)
LS E-35
Lancash Barn Dance (mixer)
LS 3315/3316 Left Footer's One Step/C. J. Mixer
LS 220/228
Light in the Window/Patty Cake Polka
LS 3303/3302 Manitou (two step)/Maverick Waltz Contra
LS 3320/3319 Manning's Mixer/Johnny 0 Polka Mixer
LS 3302/3303 Maverick Waltz Contra/Manitou
LS 1010
Mazurka/Minuet
Minuet/Mazurka
LS 1010
LS 227/228
Oklahoma Mixer/Patty Cake Polka
LS 242/241
On the Carousel/Sunrise Serenade
Oxford Minuet
LS E-45*
LS 228/220
Patty Cake Polka/Light in the Window
LS 228/227
Patty Cake Polka/Oklahoma Mixer
LS 3322/3321 Peace in the Valley Waltz Mixer/Butterfly Waltz
LS 3323/3324 Phrase Craze/Ding Dong Daddy
#LS 263
Pinky Champagne (Champagne Waltz)
LS E-47
Rye Waltz
LS 143/144
Rye Waltz/Carlyle (Rustic Dance)
LS 153/122
Schottische (Old Southern)/Five Foot Two
LS 153/154
Schottische (Old Southern) Jenny Lind Polka
LS 4564/248
Smiles Mixer/Waltzing Matilda Mixer
LS 241/242
Sunrise Serenade/On the Carousel
LS E-35
Sunshine Mixer
LS E-36
Ten Pretty Girls (line, trio, couple dance)
LS E 36
Teton Mountain Stomp (miner)
LS 261
Today (waltz) by Dorothy Shaw Bell Choir/complete cues
LS 261/262
Today (Bergin)/Polkadoodle (two step)
LS E-38
Triolet (trio mixer)
LS E-45*
Varsouvianna
LS E-45*
Veleta Waltz
*E-45 and E-46 not sold individually, only as 2-record package.
-
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Rounds Circles, Mixers and Novelty Dances (continued)
LS
LS
LS
LS

E-30
248/4564
109/110
4591/4592

Waterfall Waltz (circle mixer)
Waltzing Matilda Mixer/Smiles Mixer
Waltz of the Bells/Irish Waltz
White Christmas/Deck the Halls (Scottische)

#LS 263 Pinky Champagne (Champagne Waltz) is the Foundation's 25th
Anniversary Record. It sells for $5.00.
FOLK DANCES

(Instructions included)

("E" records are multi-track. See E-Series Index)
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS

E-44
E-19
E-19
E-43
E-43
E-39
E-43
E-19
E-44
E-43
E-44
E-19
E-38
E-19
E-44
E-19

Alunelul
D'Hammerschmiedsgselln (Journeyman Blacksmith)
Doudlebska Polka
Ersko Kolo
Hora (Hava Nagila)
Kanonwalzer (a 3-circle canon)
Ma Navu
Mayim, Mayim!
Patch Tanz
Savila se Bela Loza (19 Steps)
Setnja
Sisken
Triolet
Trojak
Tzadik Katamar
Zigeunerpolka

CONTRAS
Caller/Teacher Manual for Contras by Don Armstrong

$9.00

A comprehensive workbook for the contra caller/teacher including
teaching techniques, instructions on how to prompt, and explicit
timing breakdowns for 101 contras. Internationally recognized as the
most authoritative text on the American Contra Dance.
Contra Recordings

(Instructions included)

("E" records are multi-track. See E-Series Index)
Record Number Prompted and Instrumental
0
0
Aland Island Contra (DA); Alanningen's Polka
LS E-42
LS 187/188
Aston Polka, The (B0)/Sweet Georgia Brown
LS 343/344
Aw Shucks (CK)/Combination Rag
Balancing Billy (DA); New Brunswick Hornpipe
LS E-27
Boone Tavern Reel (DA); Beaumont Rag
LS E-28
Broken Sixpence (DA)/Broken Sixpence Medley
LS 155/156
Callison Hall Jig (DA)/Medley includes The Steamboat
LS 319/320
and Syd Chalmers
Cayman Island Contra (DA)/Bunkhouse Jig
LS 191/192
LS 321/322
Cobbs Hill Reel (EB)/Growling Old Man
Come and See Me (RW)/Doc Boyd's Jig and Jerry's Beaver
LS 335/336
Hat
Copecrest Contra (DA); Copecrest Contra
LS E-41
Don's Dawn Dance (GM)/Little Burnt Potato and Jig in A
LS 339/340
by Les Raber and Varsal Fales
Doubtful Shepherd, The (DA)/Dusty Bob and Mouse in the
LS 1009
Cupboard
Dream Lake (DA)/Love Makes the World Go Round
LS 179/180
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Contras (continued)

as

LS
LS
LS
LS

333/334
345/346
315/316
323/324

LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS

185/186
309/310
181/182
163/164
305/306
317/318

LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS

E-28
337/338
331/332
347/348
1008
3302
E-30
301/302
183/184
325/326
307/308
169/170
341/342

LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS

E-41
173/174
189/190
197/198
311/312
175/176
327/328

LS 193/194
LS 177/178
LS E-27
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS

167/168
E-40
E-42
329/330
195/196

Prompters:

Duke of Kent's Waltz Contra (DA)/Neudeutscher (edited)
Enid's Delight (DB)/Enid's Delight
Flying Scotsmen Hornpipe (DA)/Flying Scotsmen Hornpipe
Granny's Pearls.(LM)/Kettledrum, Miss Thompson' Reel
and Miss Campbell medley
Happy Wanderer, The (BH)/The Happy Wanderer
Here's to the Fiddler (TP)/Kitty Magee's Jig
Hills of Habersham (DA)/Love's Dream After the Ball
Homosassa Hornpipe (DA)/Rickett's Hornpipe
Inflation Reel (DA)/Ragtime Annie
January 7th Jig (DA)/Medley includes The Beaver Hat,
The Church of Dromore and Pretty Jane
Levi Jackson Rag (DA); Levi Jackson Rag
Lighted Sconce (GM)/March of St. Timothy
Mandolin Contra (GN)/Medley for "The Isle"
Marion's Delight (CK)/The Spider Bit the Baby
Market Lass, The (DA)/Glen Towle
Maverick Waltz Circle Contra (DA); The Streets of Laredo
Ms. Hays' Delight (DA)/Ms. Hays' Delight
Needham Special (DA)/Sherbrooke
New Pretoria, The (BH)/Marching to Pretoria
O.A.T.A. Reel (RW)/Maureen from Gibberland
Ocean View Reel (TP)/Ocean View Reel .
Ottawa Special (British Sorrow) (DA)/Red's Reel
Oyster Shuckers Jig, The (DA)/Medley: Oyster Shuckers
Jig, Smash the Window and Maggie Brown's Favorite
Ozark Saturday Night (DA); Cripple Creek
Queen Victoria (DA)/The Bonnets of Bonnie Dundee
Quiet Contra, The (BJ)/Melancholy Baby
Raccoon Ramble (DA)/Old Raccoon
Riley's Reel (DA)/Square Dance Reel
Sackett's Harbor (DA)/Steamboat Quickstep
Seanna's Reel (BJ)/Haddington Assembly, The Weaver and
His Wife, The Flower of France and England 0'
Shadrack's Delight (DA)/Dashing White Sergeant
Spanking Jack (DA)/Saddler's Reel
T. A. G. (RW); Crossing on the Ferry and Elegant
Esther Gray
Terry Lynn's Jig (DA)/Come Under My Plaidie
Tunnel Contra (DA); Shelburne Reel
Wheelbarrow Reel (DA); Red Wing
Whisper Ring (DA)/Whispering
Yucca Jig (DA)/Major Mackey's Jig
Ed Butenhof;
DA - Don Armstrong; DB - Diane Burton; EB
BH - Bob Howell; BJ - Bruce Johnson (Quiet Contra), Bill
Johnston (Seanna's Reel); CK - Carol Kopp; LM
Lannie
McQuaide; GM - Glen Morningstar; GN - Glen Nickerson;
BO - Bob Osgood; TP- Tony Parkes; RW - Roger Why not

Contra Instrumentals (Many of them may also be used for square dances)
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS

194/302
172/314
304/312
196/306
308/200
306/196
302/194
312/304
188/242
314/172
200/308

Dashing White Sergeant/Sherbrooke
Dumbarton Drums/Topsy Turvy
Fisher's Hornpipe/Square Dance Reel
Major Mackey's Jig/Ragtime Annie
Ocean View Reel/Up Jumped the Devil
Ragtime Annie/Major Mackey's Jig
Sherbrooke/Dashing White Sergeant
Square Dance Reel/Fisher's Hornpipe
Sweet Georgia Brown/On the Carousel
Topsy Turvy/Dumbarton Drums
Up Jumped the Devil/Ocean View Reel
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Contra Packages
Introductory Contra Package

$58.50

This package contains 15 records with instrumental on one side and vocal prompts on the other, all by well-known contra callers. The dances are sequentially indexed in a logical order of teaching. The
Caller/Teacher Manual by Don Armstrong, included in the package, is
internationally recognized as the most authoritative text on the
American Contra Dance.
The contents are:
LS 319/320
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS

339/340
305/306
301/302
331/332
155/156
163/164
187/188
335/336
195/196
189/190
345/346
183/184
325/326
323/324

Callison Hall Jig (DA)/Medley includes The Steamboat and
Syd Chalmers
Don's Dawn Dance (GM)/Little Burnt Potato and Jig in A
Inflation Reel (DA)/Ragtime Annie
Needham Special (DA)/Sherbrooke
Mandolin Contra (GN)/Medley for "The Isle"
Broken Sixpence (DA)/Broken Sixpence Medley
Homosassa Hornpipe (DA)/Rickett's Hornpipe
Aston Polka, The (B0)/Sweet Georgia Brown
Come and See Me (RW)/Doc Boyd's Jig & Jerry's Beaver Hat
Yucca Jig (DA)/Major Mackey's Jig
Quiet Contra, The (BJ)/Melancholy Baby
Enid's Delight (DB)/Enid's Delight
New Pretoria, The (BH)/Marching to Pretoria
0.A.T.A. Reel (RW)/Maureen from Gibberland
Granny's Pearls (LM)/Kettledrum, Miss Thompson's Reel
and Miss Campbell medley

Suggestion for the square dance caller who wishes to introduce contras
to his dancers without investing in a large contra library: Order as
many as you can of the first eight dances listed above, and if you do
not have one, we strongly recommend that you buy the Caller/Teacher
Manual for Contras.
Supplementary Contra Package

$41.00

A choice of any 12 of the contras which follow the introductory series
and progress through unusual duples, triples and heritage dances.
Each of the records is prompted on one side, with instrumental on the
Musical variety is enhanced by the use of many of the best
other.
known square and contra dance orchestras in the country.
Any 12 of the following:
LS 191/192
LS 321/322
LS 1009
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS

179/180
333/334
315/316
185/186
309/310
181/182
317/318

LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS

337/338
303/304
1008
3302
307/308
169/170
173/174

Cayman Island Contra (DA)/Bunkhouse Jig
Cobbs Hill Reel (EB)/Growling Old Man and Grumbling Old
Woman
Doubtful Shepherd, The (DA)/Dusty Bob and Mouse in the
Cupboard
Dream Lake (DA)/Love Makes the World Go Round
Duke of Kent's Waltz Contra (DA)/Neudeutscher (edited)
Flying Scotsmen Hornpipe (DA)/Flying Scotsmen Hornpipe
Happy Wanderer, The (BH)/The Happy Wanderer
Here's to the Fiddler (TP)/Kitty Magee's Jig
Hills of Habersham (DA)/Love's Dream After the Ball
January Seventh Jig, The (DA)/Medley includes The
Beaver Hat, The Church of Dromore and Pretty Jane
Lighted Sconce (GM)/March of St. Timothy
Long Valley (DA)/Fisher's Hornpipe
Market Lass, The (DA)/Glen Towle'
Maverick Waltz Circle Contra (DA)/Streets of Laredo
Ocean View Reel (TP)/Ocean View Reel
Ottawa Special (British Sorrow) (DA)/Red's Reel
Queen Victoria (DA)/The Bonnets of Bonnie Dundee
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Announcing Two New
Recordings!
LS 349/350 Fletcher's Folly
A contra written by Roger Whynot. A
double-protression, smoothly flowing
contra with a cross-trait leading
naturally into a corner swing,

LS E-48 The Waltz Collection
Blue Pacific Waltz
A revival of a beautiful dance written
by Buzz Glass and played by Gordon
Terry and the AudioLoft Musicians.
St. Bernard's Waltz
The traditional old time waltz ,set to
music recorded in Germany and made
available to the Foundation through the
generosity of Tacna Records.
Westvvin
' d Waltz
A Sicilian circle dance written by Don
Armstrong, using a challenging star
progression. Beautifully set to "Larry's
Waltz", played by Vivian Williams, Phil
Williams, and Pat Spaeth of Voyager
Recordings.

LS 349/350
E-48

$4.20
$5.50

Order from: LSF Sales Division, PO Box 11,
Mack's Creek, Missouri 65786

Insert - Page 1

GOOD NEWS
In response to many inquiries from school teachers
and leaders of small dance groups for small record
players and tape recorders with variable speed,the
Lloyd Shaw Foundation is happy to announce its arrangements with CALIFONE INTERNATIONAL INC. Now
available from the Foundation are the perfect dance
partners shown on the opposite page and more fully
described below:
Model 1455C - 12-watt, variable speed record player
with speaker right in the unit. Mike jack with volume control and extra speaker jack. $249.95 plus
$20 shipping.
Model 4530C - Variable speed classroom tape recorder
with built-in condenser microphone. $120.95 plus
$7.00 shipping.
Model 1925C-03 - 40-watt variable speed professional
dance phonograph with speaker in the lid, a full
range of controls, inputs and outputs. $503.95 plus
$24 shipping.
Model 2485C - Stereo dual cassette, variable speed
tape recorder with hand held mike. Echo, pitch and
microphone volume controls mix music and vocal recordings for a professional sound. $415.95 plus
$18 shipping.
Order from SALES DIVISION, LLOYD SHAW FOUNDATION,
BOX 11, MACKS CREEK, MISSOURI 65786. Send check or
money order for full amount PLUS shipping as noted.

10% DISCOUNT ON ANY OF THE ABOVE UNITS (exclusive of shipping cost) TO LLOYD SHAW
FOUNDATION MEMBERS.

Insert - Page 2

Perfect Dance Partners.
Model 4.530C
2 watts, Variable Speed
IA irxophone and Speaker Jack.

Model 1455C
12 watts, Variable Speed
Microphone and Speaker Jacks

$245.95

$120.95

Model 2485C Stereo Dual Cassette Recorder
30 watts, Variable Speed, BSD Echo, Five Program Cueing
Speaker, Auxiliary and Two Microphone Jack.

Model 1925C-03
40 watts, Variable Speed,
Microphone, Auxiliary and Speaker Jacks

$415.95

alifone phonographs and cassette recorders work hand-inhand with dance and music educators. They
withstand the rigors of every day use and
continue to deliver high-fidelity music reproduction. All phonographs feature rugged vinyl-covered wood cases, metal turntables, tone arms with locking devices, corner
guards, and spring-mounted vibration
reducing feet.
Standard features on cassette recorders include cue and review, pause, and a u to

end of tape shut-off. All Califone products
carry a one year warranty and are UL
approved.
A proven leader in educational audio
for over forty-five years, Califone insures
reliability and consistent performance in
demanding environments. The complete
line of Califone products are now available for the first time through the Lloyd
Shaw Foundation. Contact the Sales
Division for more inforation or to place an
order.

Insert - Page 3

DANCE PARTIES FOR BEGINNERSby Ed Butenhof
This book is designed for leaders who want to extend
the rewards of dancing to occasional participants in
the activity. Its 136 pages of squares, contras,
mixers and no-partner dances give the leader a wealth
of material to choose from and also guidance on how
to prepare and conduct a party for inexperienced
dancers. If, as we hope, people have such a good
time that they would like to have another dance, the
leader will find more than enough material here to
keep a group going for a long time.
$15 pOstpaid. Order from the LSF Sales Division.

ON CASSETTE
PANCHO and MARIE BAIRD

The songs of the cowboy era researched by Pancho
Baird of Santa Fe and authentically and delightfully
performed by Pancho and his wife Marie. One extended-length cassette containing all the songs that
originally appeared on two LP's. These songs are
timeless and the rendition by Pancho and Marie unequalled. Included in the twenty-one songs and poems
are such classics as Santa Fe Trail, Riding Down the
Canyon, Little Joe the Wrangler, Cool Water, Windy
Bill, The Empty Bunk and The Cowboy's Dream.
$13.00 postpaid. Order from the LSF Sales Division.

Insert - Page 4

Supplementary Contra Package(continued)
LS
LS
LS
LS

197/198
311/312
175/176
327/328

LS
LS
LS
LS
LS

193/194
177/178
167/168
329/330
341/342

LS 343/344
LS 347/348

Raccoon Ramble (DA)/Old Raccoon
Riley's Reel (DA)/Square Dance Reel
Sackett's Harbor (DA)/Steamboat Quickstep
Seanna's Reel (BJ)/Haddington Assembly, The Weaver and
His Wife, The Flower of France and England 0'
Shadrack's Delight (DA)/Dashing White Sergeant
Spanking Jack (DA)/Saddler's Reel
Terry Lynn's Jig (DA)/Come Under My Plaidie
Whisper Ring (DA)/Whispering
Oyster Shuckers Jig (DA)/Medley: Oyster Shuckers Jig,
Smash the Window and Maggie Brown's Favorite
Aw Shucks (CK)/Combination Rag
Marion's Delight (CK)/The Spider Bit the Baby

BonusThe purchase of both Contra Packages entitles the buyer to
an attractive LSF record case.
SQUARE DANCES

(Instructions included)

Record Number Called and Instrumental
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS

515/516
503/504
509/510
E-31
E-31
513/514

LS 501/502

LS E-34
LS E-32
LS 505/506
LS 507/508
LS E-32
Callers:

Charming Betsy (PB)/Charming Betsy
Four Leaf Clover (BH)/Four Leaf Clover
I Don't Know Why (KK)/I Don't Know Why
Old Fashioned Girl (DA)/Old Fashioned Girl
Old Red Barn, The (JF)/The Old Red Barn
Pennsylvania Polka Square (DA)/Pennsylvania Polka
Solomon Levi (BL)/Solomon Levi
Somebody to Love (DA)/You're Nobody Till Somebody
Loves You
Tipperary (MA)/It's a Long Way to Tipperary
Trail of the Lonesome Pine (DA)/Trail of the Lonesome
Pine
Walk Right In (CC)/Walk Right In
Your Home Town (DA)/Kansas City, My Home Town
PB - Pancho Baird; BH - Bob Howell; KK - Ken Kernen;
JF - Joe Fleischauer; DA - Don Armstrong; MA - Marie
Armstrong; BL - Bill Litchman; CC - Cal Campbell

Square Dance Instrumentals
LS
LS
LS
LS
LS

511/512
304/312
196/306
308/200
306/196

LS 302/194
LS 312/304
LS 188/242
LS 314/172
LS 506/508
LS 200/308
LS 508/506
LS 512/511

Chattahootchee/Yellow Creek
Fisher's Hornpipe/Square Dance Reel
Major Mackey's Jig/Ragtime Annie
Ocean View Reel/Up Jumped the Devil
Ragtime Annie/Major Mackey's Jig
Sherbrooke/Dashing White Sergeant
Square Dance Reel/Fisher's Hornpipe
Sweet Georgia Brown/ On the Carousel
Topsy Turvy/Dumbarton Drums
Trail of the Lonesome Pine/Walk Right In
Up Jumped the Devil/Ocean View Reel
Walk Right In/Trail of the Lonesome Pine
Yellow Creek/Chattahootchee

QUADRILLES
LS 3306/3305
LS E-29
LS E-33

(Instructions included)

Cattle Call Waltz/Serenata Quadrille - each with
prompted band (DA)
Candlelight Waltz Quadrille, instrumental and prompted
(DA)
Coronado Quadrille, instrumental and prompted (DA)
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Quadrilles (continued)

LS E-29
LS E-33
LS 517/518

Empress Waltz Quadrille/Rose Quadrille - each with
prompted band (DA)
Grand March (Blue Bells of Scotland)/Grand Square
Quadrille (Bye, Bye, My Baby) - instrumentals
Grand Square Quadrille, instrumental and prompted (BO)
Levi Jackson Rag, instrumental and prompted (DA)
Reflections Quadrille, prompted (DA)/Lover's Waltz
Rose Quadrille/Empress Waltz Quadrille - each with
prompted band (DA)
Streets of Laredo - instrumental only
Serenata Quadrille/Cattle Call Waltz - each with
prompted band (DA)
Swiss Quadrille Medley, instrumental and prompted (DA)
Tip Top Quadrille, instrumental and prompted (DA)
Windmill Quadrille, prompted (DA)/Krusel-Ktinter

Prompters:

DA - Don Armstrong; BO - Bob Osgood

LS 3311/3312
LS 4568/276
LS
LS
LS
LS

E-34
E-28
1011
3312/3311

LS 3302
LS 3305/3306

DANCES RECOMMENDED FOR EXHIBITION
The below-described quadrilles and the American Dance Treasures in the
succeeding section.
LS 517/518 Windmill Quadrille prompted by Don Armstrong
This uniquely satisfying dance has unquestionably earned
its status as a classic. After its rediscovery by Ralph
Page, Don searched for three years before finding the
glorious music of Krusel-Kanter as arranged by Heinz Lau
and recorded with full orchestration in Germany. Walter
Kogler of Tanz Records granted permission for its use to
the Foundation, and now the Windmill Quadrille is available for all to enjoy.
Because the pattern combines the stars symbolic of the
windmill and the ever beautiful grand square, this dance
makes a superb, yet easy, exhibition dance.
LS1Q11

Reflections Quadrille prompted by Don Armstrong
This is a lovely quadrille in waltz time using spectacular figures, including chain through the star, teacup
chain, and grand square. The music is "Lovers' Waltz."

LS 3305/
3306

Serenata Quadrille/Cattle Call Waltz - each with
prompted band by Don Armstrong
Serenata is a truly special and beautifully flowing quadrille demonstrating the Spanish influence on our Southwestern dance. Danced to the music of "It Happened In
Monterey," it is a most satisfying experience and lovely
to watch. Cattle Call is a happy traditional dance from
the West.

LS 3311/
3312

Empress Waltz Quadrille/Rose Quadrille - each with
prompted band by Don Armstrong
Empress is a spectacular "royal" quadrille, delightfully
easy to do but beautiul to watch.
Rose Quadrille is in the classic style and is easily
learned and enjoyed by square dances everywhere.
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AMERICAN DANCE TREASURES
American Dance Treasure LS 1001/1002

"The Loomis Lancers" (2 records)

$7.00

Named Loomis for the "dancing master" who brought out new lancers as
callers today bring out new squares every month.
"Loomis" seems to
have been far and away the most popular lancers in New England around
the turn of the century or earlier.
The music is delightful, and in
the fourth figure you will find the Grand Square.
The Loomis Lancers
makes a stunning set-piece for a festival.
American Dance Treasure LS 1003/1004
"The Blonde Lancers" (2 records)

$7.00

This is usually called the "Standard Lancers." We call our version
"The Blonde Lancers" because it is the name of the music, by Cub
Berdan of Detroit. "Standard" is a wonderful lancers and a delight to
dance. The included 12-page instruction book also gives the call for
the Saratoga Lancers (Double Lancers)....also called a Royal Lancers,
which uses eight couples in a set. It is really challenge dancing and
a great beauty.
American Dance Treasure LS 1005/1006/1007
"Five-Part Singing Quadrille"

$10.00

This is a set of three records that includes:
Do-sa-do Your Corners All
First Couple Down Center
Little Old Log Cabin In The Lane
Waltz That Girl Behind You
The Flower Girl Waltz
The first three of these appeared in the 1941 edition of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Ford's "Good Morning, America" which started the renaissance of
the American "party" dances. They were deeply researched and are
authentic.
"Waltz That Girl Behind You" was reconstructed by Lloyd Shaw in the
late 1930's from the combined remembering of a number of old callers
from the middle West.
.

"The Flower Girl Waltz" is probably the most beautiful of the collection, makes a lovely exhibition figure, and is a delight to dance. It
appears in several old books.
"The Broadmoor Promenade," on the 6th face of this series was devised
by Colonel Earl (Bud) Udick for his dance club at the Broadmoor Hotel
in Colorado Springs. It is danced hilariously to MacNamara's Band.
Set complete with instructions, and called by John Bradford.
American Dance Treasure LS 1008/1009/1010
"Heritage Dance Collection"

$10.00

Thii three-record set was produced in conjunction with the National
Bicentennial. The set includes:
The Market Lass (contra)
The Doubtful Shepherd (contra)
Minuet
Mazurka
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American Dance Treasure LS 1008/1009/1010 (continued)
The Market Lass was researched by Ralph Page from "A New Collection of
Country Dances for the Year 1799," by John Burbank. It is a delightful contra, with the most enchanting music.
The Doubtful Shepherd was also presented by Ralph Page from manuscripts circa 1808. This contra is a wonderful study in counterpoint.
The Minuet,
uet steps.
pirouettes,
features of

arranged by Dena Fresh, is soundly based on authentic minThe held point, the reverse circles, the pas-de-basque
the slow pas-de-basque, and the traverse were all constant
minuets.

The Mazurka, arranged by Carlotta Hegemann, has incorporated a few of
the classic mazurka steps popular since the early 1800's into a beautifully simple yet elegant dance.

PUBLICATIONS
The Round Dance Bookby Lloyd Shaw
Firglished by Caxton at Caldwell, Idaho, 433 pages, 8vo

$10.00

The most careful, complete, and authoritative book on couple dancing,
covering the past 300 years. Thorough discussion of the waltz, polka,
schottische, two-step, gavotte, mazurka, etc. Minute directions for
the basic dances themselves and for almost every round dance that survived up to the year 1948, when this book was published. Delightful to
read, even for the non-dancer. "a pleasing mixture of scholarship and
whimsy." A complete history of our various round dance steps; and a
superb chapter on style. The "Encyclopedia of Round Dancing."

Heritage Dances of Early Americaby Ralph Page
Published by The—Lloy d Shaw Foundation, Inc. at Denver,
Colorado, 64 pages

I

$6.00

This is a collection of colonial period contras dated from 1788 tc
1808, and researched and annotated by the country's outstanding
teacher, author, and researcher of New England traditional dancing,
Ralph Page.
These

dances have a "freshness" that has stood the test of time and
they are a must for the contemporary contra dancer as well as those
interested in the dances of early America.
An Ele ant Collectionby Ralph Page

$10.00

77,ib s e by The Lloyd Shaw Foundation, Inc. at Denver,

Colorado, 120 pages
Just look at some of
This is truly an elegant collection of dances.
the section headings: No Problem Contras, Nice and Easy Contras, Traditional Contras, Contemporary Contras, New England Squares, Singing
Quadrilles, Lancers and Heritage Dances. Of major importance is the
inclusion of the music for 50 dance tunes chosen by Ralph Page to be
especially suitable for the dances in the book, and which will also be
a boon for dance musicians and aspiring dance musicians everywhere.
This collection is a major contribution to American dance literature.

Caller/Teacher Manual for Contrasby Don Armstrong

$9.00

A comprehensive workbook for the contra caller/teacher including
teaching techniques, instructions on how to prompt, and explicit
timing breakdowns for 101 contras. Internationally recognized as the
most authoritative text on the American Contra Dance.
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Publications(continued)

Manuals for the LloydShaw Foundation Dance Curriculum Kits
$17.00
$28.00
$22.50

Elementary Dance Kit Manual
Special Education Kit Manual
New Recreational Dance Program Manual

$ 7.50
One Night Stand Manual
to
be
stand
This manual includes scores of dances for a one-night
done to Lloyd Shaw Foundation recordings. Order the One Night Stand
Manual and then choose the records most useful for your program.
MEMBERSHIP
If you gain pleasure from dancing and believe in the value of
serving and disseminating our great American dance heritage,
should be a member of the Lloyd Shaw Foundation.

preyou

As a member you will receive quarterly issues of the AMERICAN DANCE
CIRCLE,full of articles about dance and dance history, as welT--Ti
news of Foundation happenings. You will also receive priority
notification of dance camps, workshops, record sales, and other events
sponsored by the Foundation.
MEMBERS OF THE FOUNDATION RECEIVE 10% DISCOUNT ON ALL LSF-PRODUCED
RECORDS AND MATERIALS LISTED IN THIS CATALOG.

Furthermore, you will be part of an organization actively dedicated to
recalling, restoring, and teaching the folk dances of the American
people. The Lloyd Shaw Foundation engages in a vast array of activities, including:

Sponsoring recreational dance weeks
Training teachers and leaders
Producing records, tapes and other materials for dancers and
dance leaders
Producing kits of dance materials for dance leaders
Publishing books and other printed materials pertaining to dance
Collecting reference materials and making them available to those
interested in dance
Membership categories:
Individual $20.00
$30.00*
Couple
Supporting $35.00*

Sustaining $50.00*
$100.00*
Patron
Life
$1000.00*

Club

$35.00

*A membership in any of these categories entitles any two people living at the same address to full voting privileges. They will receive
one joint copy of each LSF mailing.
Send your name and address and your check (payable to the Lloyd Shaw
Foundation) to:
Ruth Ann Knapp
LSF Membership Chairman
2124 Passolt
Saginaw, MI 48603
The Lloyd Shaw Foundation is a non-profit organization,
and contributions to it are tax-deductible.
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and all dues

ARCHIVES
The Lloyd Shaw Foundation Dance Archives is designed to provide access to many important and historical references. The Archives is
able to research and supply bibliographic materials and/or information
on individual requests for a small service fee.
Among the publications produced by The Lloyd Shaw Foundation Dance
Archives are:
A Catalog of Dance Video Tapes, a massive listing of videos in all
formats and all fields of dance from over 100 sources across the
United States (42pp).
A List of Dissertations on Dance, covering MA, Phd, DA, EdD, and
related academic dissertations in all fields of dance research,
with authors, titles, and other relevant information (27pp).
A Bibliography of American Country Dancing, Parts I-IV, comprising
square, round, contra and dance history publications in print (and
a few out of print). This is an annotated bibliography containing
quotes from reviews, sources, prices, and availability.
Write to Dr. William M. Litchman, Lloyd Shaw Foundation Dance Archives
1620 Los Alamos, SW, Albuquerque, NM 87104.

DANCE CAMPS
The Lloyd Shaw Foundation conducts week-long summer dance camps in the
Eastern and Western parts of the Country. Presently the Eastern camp
is held in August at Copecrest Dance Resort, Dillard, Georgia. Write
Marie Armstrong, P. O. Box 1011, Canon City, CO 81212 for details. At
present the Western camp is held in July at The YMCA of the Rockies,
Granby, Colorado. Write Diane Burton, 20 NE 47th St., Kansas City, MO
64116 for details.
The Thanksgiving Weekend Camp is held at the Lloyd Shaw Dance Center
in Albuquerque, New Mexico. Write Kris Litchman, 1620 Los Alamos SW,
Albuquerque, NM 87104 for details.

WORKSHOPS
In addition to the dance camps conducted by The LLoyd Shaw Foundation,
the Foundation is now able to present workshops in elementary, special
education and recreational dance offering off-campus graduate and
undergraduate university credit. Baker University in Baldwin, Kansas
will offer graduate credit for any Lloyd Shaw Foundation workshop held
anywhere in the country, and the University of Missouri at Kansas City
will offer undergraduate credit.
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PRICES
All LSF E-Series records

$5.50 each

All other LSF 7" individual recordings
unless otherwise noted

$4.20 each

All other material, as quoted in catalog
Shipping, insurance and handling charges:
$
$
$
$
$
$

.00
7.50
15.00
25.00
50.00
75.00

to
to
to
to
to
to

$
7.50
$ 15.00
$ 25.00
$ 50.00
$ 75.00
$ 100.00

Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add

$1.50
$2.25
$2.75
$3.50
$4.50
$5.50

Add $1.00 for each $25 or portion thereof over $100
Special handling: We will ship by first class upon request, with
appropriate postage added.
This schedule does not apply to international orders, nor to shipments
to Alaska, Hawaii or Puerto Rico; actual shipping and handling charges
will be invoiced on such orders.
LSF members receive 107 discount on the materials in this catalog.
The Foundation invites members or other interested persons to act as
dealers for our materials.
A dealership discount of 33 1/3% is offered on the following
conditions:
Minimum order of $50 on records and materials other than
kits or cassette package
Minimum of two kits or cassette packages
Minimum of one kit or cassette package combined with $50
in other materials
(Membership discount may not be taken when dealer discount is taken.)
The LSF Sales Division is located in the offices of Audio Loft Studios
in Macks Creek, Missouri, the studio that produces the recordings and
cassettes for the Foundation.
The mailing address is:

Telephone:

LSF Sales Division
P. 0. Box 11
Macks Creek, MO 65786
314/363-5868

PLEASE ALLOW TWO WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.
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